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About This Game

Lift an evil curse that has been cast on the kingdom by a witch looking for revenge in Love Chronicles: The Sword and the
Rose! Scattering the petals of an island kingdom’s magical rose throughout the land, the witch has plunged the kingdom into
turmoil and it’s up to you to save the day. Gather the petals, defeat a terrifying beast, and confront the witch in this exciting

Hidden Object Puzzle Adventure game!

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Bonus gameplay
Integrated Strategy Guide

Wonderful Wallpapers
Concept Art
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Haven\u2019t got past undead burg yet, send help.. This game is a simple concept, but HARD to play. Shooting at random
waves by aiming with the mouse, it's the best choice because with a joypad you might not be accurate. Good 2D graphics and
fun for a quick session if you love shoot 'em ups! :D. Best bang for your buck when it comes to AMS's DLCs by far. The cars
are remarkably superb to drive, continuing Reiza's upward trend regarding the quality of their vehicles that started with the 2017
F1 cars and Brazilian stock cars.. This small piece of art is immersive in extreme.
The story, the gameplay, the graphics, the sound - everything is coherent here, no random elements.
By all means try it - it's outstanding in its simplicity.. Made bad choices and died :/ Would play again to hopefully not die.. this
is a very cool puzzle game! but i do not recommend you buy this game if you own a potato pc like me. Therefore, i can not give
a thumbs up.. [EDIT]
Now, with the complete collection, the Grey Goo Soundtrack never sounded so amazing. Previously, I was greeted with low
quality files and an incomplete package, but now I am satisfied. Though I have gotten the Soundtrack for free at launch, this is a
worthy investment for anyone who enjoys the Soundtrack composed by Frank Klepacki.

The thing about the folks at GreyBox and Petroglyph is that they listen to the fans. They add new content for free, update
existing DLCs and add-ons like this Soundtrack Collection, and interact with the community like no other.

To finish, any fan of RTS should get GreyGoo and it's Soundtrack. It is a fantastic RTS made by fantastic people, for the fans
of good old RTS.

-- The previous statements are made prior to the Soundtrack update, and prior to GreyGoo's release of a story DLC (for free!) --

[OLD]
I would absolutely recommend the game, but the soundtrack by itself? Not really.

Don't get me wrong, the compositions by Frank Klepacki were beautiful, and is one of the best OSTs for games I have ever
heard.

The problem is in the packaging. 192kbps turns down most audio appreciators, and it is literally a "Best of Grey Goo" album,
meaning 10 of the best songs in the game packaged into a small album. If only they provided all the songs that we can pick and
choose in the game, as well as provide an option for 320kbps or FLAC, there isn't really much to talk about whether it is worth
it or not.

I bought the game at launch and I got it for free, but honestly speaking it is unfair for them to charge it at this price now,
especially for a measly sum of 10 songs from an awesome game with over 20 unique soundtracks.

Do I recommend buying the game? Absolutely, but I definitely do not recommend buying this soundtrack package.. Un juego
simple. Solo haz click en los zombies para matarlos, evitando clickear en los no infectados. Pasa 5 niveles y aprecia como tu
stress aumenta. Al principio dir\u00e1s "\u00bfSolo 5 logros? \u00a1Qu\u00e9 f\u00e1cil!". Luego, la pesadilla comienza.

Juego barato, pero no puedo decir que es "casual". Como sea, bien por el precio.. This is a easy game. But thats ok because its
also really well polished and has amazing music. If you don't mind the lack of challenge its a lot of fun
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this is a nice dungeon crawled with swords guns and pets. its pretty fun:D. This game is great, would be greater with multiplayer.
would be best with more memes. I find this one hard to rate actually. I Kinda like the crazy random visuals and since it's early
access I don't want to be too harsh. But there were 3 aspects that annoyed me too much to give it a thumps up:
First, if you just get a description of what to do to solve a puzzle, it's not really a puzzle anymore.
Second, Wtf is this fall damage? Falling 4 floors down without getting damage and then, on the other hand, loosing 20hp when
just jumping on the spot? I don't get it.
And third, please don't use stairs which you can only climb by jumping every 2 steps! It's just annoying.

So all in all, I stopped playing in the third chapter after dying from a combination of those stupid stairs and random fall
damage...
I look forward to give this game another go though :) ... if it ever gets finished.

Best wishes.. Great expansion to a great game. Adds about ~10 hours of new content (if you want to collect the new cards) and a
satisfying new boss. The new hero, Settsu, is my favorite of the bunch; she feels incredibly satisfying to play. Try an attack-
speed build with upgrades to your penetrating lasers: the damage is unreal.

Thanks for another great product!. Well, I was a about 4 years old when I first played this game and since my cognitive abilities
were not that great, I could not even complete the first level which was so frustrating.

I have now completed the whole game and was finally able to fullfill my childhood dream.

I recommend this game to you if you like puzzles and such. The game has some catchy tunes and is based on a Soviet cartoon
which is also pretty fun.

It is also nice to see that 1C have done some work to it and it works great on new computers, and the interface has also been
upgraded.
. Worth two dollars? In my opinion it kind of is, i mean you do have to pay but at the same time this game is funny as hell and
also creepy as hell, recommend it

Warning though it does get boring fast. Literally the same as the prequel, just another 25 levels. And since they didn't fix the
hypersensitive killer wheels, I still shall not recommend this game.

It could be so much better with so little work. (Not a programmer myself, but it seems like something that isn't to hard to fix).
Do you explore Everything? Or does Everything explore you? Nietzsche to see you, to see you Nietzsche.. Its a nice game with
an interesting concept. You have a tribe which constantly travels downwards. You can split and join them into a group of one,
two or much more. Also you can choose to arm your people with spear, torches or bare hands. You will have to adjust your
strategy quickly, for example, a large group with spears will scare off deers whereas a small one will manage to hunt it. On the
contrary, if you meet a group of other people, you really should have a large group, or they will kick
your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Overall, the game is fun, but it has some cons. It is not always easy to understand how to
split your group to get a specific resource (Is it on the 7\/8 of the screen? Should I split into 8? or 9? ), and you can kill everyone
very easiliy by making a single mistake. The price tag is low, buy it and try it.
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